Board International recognized by BPM
Partners as a "dominant" vendor with an
"Outstanding" rating in their Annual
Vendor Landscape Matrix
Wednesday, 22 June 2022 - Chiasso, Switzerland and Boston, US

Board earns a recommendation rate of 100%+

Board International, the number one Decision-Making Platform provider,
today announced it has achieved excellent results in BPM Partners’ Vendor
Landscape Matrix for Financial, Operational, and Strategic Business
Performance Management as well as BPM Pulse Awards, the group of awards
recognized by the analyst based on data collected from the latest BPM Pulse
customer satisfaction ratings.
Board International was recognized as a “dominant” vendor and included
among the top-rated “Outstanding” providers for Overall Satisfaction
achieving an overall satisfaction rating of 4.82 out of 5. Board also received a
recommendation rate of 100%+ and ranked in the Pulse Survey as an
Excellent provider in three other categories: Implementation Consulting,
Financial Reporting, and Budgeting & Planning. Moreover, Board was one of
the few products that includes all the general, operational, and advanced
capabilities identified by BPM Partners.
“From the survey results it is clear that Board International‘s Intelligent
Planning platform is in line with what the market is asking.” commented Craig
Schiff, CEO at BPM Partners. “By unifying finance and operations, Board
perfectly delivers the vision of Business Performance Management through their
Integrated Business Planning offering that integrates financial, operational and
strategic planning.”

The Matrix provides a point-in-time snapshot of all the business performance
management core players, their status in the market and the focus of their
offering. It ranks vendors according to measurable data relating to market
status and customer satisfaction. The BPM Partner analysis highlighted core
strengths of product flexibility, depth and breadth of functionality,
operational analytics and harnessing the power of AI.
“We are extremely proud to receive these exceptional results this year’s Annual
Vendor Landscape Matrix by BPM Partners,” commented Marco Limena, CEO at
Board International. “This is testament both to our commitment to drive
innovation and to the value that Board’s intelligent planning approach brings
to enterprises by delivering a seamless, user-friendly experience across any
budgeting, planning, analysis, or reporting activity.”
To read the full copy of the report click here.
About BPM Partners
BPM Partners is the leading independent authority on business performance
management (BPM) and related business intelligence solutions. The
company’s team of vendor-neutral experts helps organizations address their
budgeting, planning, financial reporting, regulatory compliance, profitability
optimization, key performance indicator (KPI) development, and operational
performance challenges. BPM Partners leverages decades of expertise to
guide companies through their BPM initiatives from start to finish while both
reducing risk and minimizing costs. For further details, go
to https://www.bpmpartners.com. Follow BPM Partners on Twitter
@BPMTeam and LinkedIn @BPMPartners.
About Board
Board is the #1 Decision-Making Platform, empowering people to have a
transformative impact on their business by helping them to intuitively
leverage their data in a flexible, all-in-one environment. Unifying Planning,
Predictive Analytics, and Business Intelligence, the Board platform allows
companies to produce a single, accurate view of business information, gain
actionable insights, and achieve full control of performance across the entire
organization. Using Board, global enterprises such as H&M, BASF, Burberry,

Toyota, Coca-Cola, KPMG, and HSBC have digitally transformed their
decision-making processes.
Founded in 1994, and now with 25 offices worldwide, Board International has
long been recognized by leading analysts and subject matter experts
including Gartner, Nucleus, and Dresner.
www.board.com

